SUNNY WEATHER
+STREET ART

GREAT SAVINGS ON
SOME OF OUR FAVE
STREET ART &
SUNNY WEATHER
SUPPLIES!

Just click to shop!

each

ALL KRINK PRODUCTS
Krink makes premium inks and paint markers for artists taking art to new places; even beyond the canvas. Handmade
in the USA. Promotion includes all K-42, K-51, K-60, K-63,
K-66, K-70, K-71, K-80, K-90, & MOP product lines and
accessories. Selection may vary by location.

15 OFF
%

our everyday low price

While quantities last. No rain-checks, holds or special orders. Cannot be combined with any other discount or promotion, including student discount.
Does not apply to purchases made before May 24 or after June 19th 2017. While we strive for accuracy, Above Ground reserves the right to correct errors as they may occur.

MONTANA GOLD SPRAYPAINTS
Montana GOLD is an extremely high-covering
acrylic based paint that works on many substrates,
even of flexible surfaces. The paint dries very fast
making application simple and easy. Montana
GOLD’s low pressure system allows for high accuracy. Available in: special classic shades, shock,
metallic, and fluorescent colours. Dries matte, is
weatherproof and will not crack. Selection may vary
by location.

SALE!

$10.

39
REG. $12.99

COPIC CIAO
DOUBLE-ENDED MARKERS
Copic Ciao doubled-ended markers feature a super brush nib and
medium broad nib on a round
barrel. Ciao markers are offered in
a range of unique, vibrant alcohol
based inks. Both the nibs and ink
are replaceable/ refillable to ensure
long-lasting usage.
Available on-line or in-store at our McCaul location.

GREAT BUY!

$5.

89

EACH
CRESCENT RENDR SKETCHBOOKS & ROLLS
Rendr No Show Thru Paper is a revolutionary paper that allows you to use 100%
of the sketchbook or roll. Ideal for every
media - no more limitations to what types
of media you use in your sketches. No more
tearing out the next page, as both sides of
the paper can be used! Acid and Lignin-free
white heavyweight paper.

15 OFF
%

our everyday low price

While quantities last. No rain-checks, holds or special orders. Cannot be combined with any other discount or promotion, including student discount.
Does not apply to purchases made before May 24 or after June 19th 2017. While we strive for accuracy, Above Ground reserves the right to correct errors as they may occur.

1-SHOT SIGN PAINTER’S ENAMEL PAINT
These Alkyd-Resin (oil base) gloss enamel paints are perfect
for interior or exterior use on metal, glass, wood, vehicle
lettering, pinstriping and graphics. Outstanding hiding, durability and fade resistance. High-gloss, vibrant colors with
superior flow characteristics, leaving no brush marks and
providing a clean, sharp edge. These paints are your best bet
for lettering and sigange work.
Only available on-line or in-store at our McCaul & Junction location.
Selection may vary by location.

BUY 3 OR MORE, GET

15 OFF
%

our everyday low price

JACQUARD SOLARFAST PRODUCTS
SolarFast dyes are light-sensitive and only develop
color and become permanent upon exposure to sunlight
(UV). SolarFast may be used to create detailed photographs, photograms and shadow-prints. Anything you
place on the painted surface to block the light (including 3D objects, photographic negative and shadows)
will create a print in minutes! Best part is it is odorless
and safe for kids!

15 OFF
%

our everyday low price

WATCH FOR OUR GREAT
SOCIAL MEDIAL GIVEAWAYS!
Keep an eye on our social media accounts for news
about how you can enter our fantastic giveaways for
prizepacks of items by Krink, Crescent Rendr, and Jacquard during this sale!

JACQUARD CYANOTYPE PRODUCTS
Cyanotype is the original sun-printing process and one of the earliest photographic techniques
ever developed, discovered in 1842 and distinctive for producing rich, Prussian blue monochromatic prints. Cyanotype may be used to create detailed prints from virtually any object that
casts a shadow: tools, toys, plants, leaves, stones, sand, string, lace, etc. Simply place the object
on the sensitized surface and expose to sunlight (UV). By using a digitally-printed photographic
negative (an inverted black and white photo inkjet-printed onto a transparency*) instead of an
object, cyanotype may also be used to create full-resolution photographs on paper or fabric.
Great for photographers, mixed media artists, printmakers, quilters, kids and more, the cyanotype process is easy, forgiving, quick, magical and fun. Harness the power of the sun—a great
group activity for any age!

15 OFF
%

our everyday low price

While quantities last. No rain-checks, holds or special orders. Cannot be combined with any other discount or promotion, including student discount.
Does not apply to purchases made before May 24 or after June 19th 2017. While we strive for accuracy, Above Ground reserves the right to correct errors as they may occur.

